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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a sheet material
bending system including a press brake that has an upper
table at front upper part of left and right side frames and
a lower table at front lower part thereof, one of the upper
and lower tables serving as a ram movable up and down,
a tool stocker that detachably and changeably stores a
plurality of upper and lower tools to be attached, de-
tached, and changed with respect to the press brake,
and a tool changing apparatus that changes tools be-
tween the press brake and the tool stocker. The present
invention particularly relates to a sheet material process-
ing system that arranges the tool stocker on the rear side
of the press brake to simplify an overall construction of
the system and save space.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Various prior arts have been developed in con-
nection with a sheet material bending system that in-
cludes a press brake, a tool stocker to detachably store
a plurality of upper and lower tools, and a tool changing
apparatus (an automatic tool changer (ATC)) to automat-
ically change tools between the press brake and the tool
stocker. A sheet material bending system according to
one related art arranges a tool stocker on the left or right
side of a press brake and employs a tool changing ap-
paratus to change a tool with another. Another related
art arranges a tool stocker on one side of or in front of a
press brake and employs, for example, an industrial robot
as a tool changing apparatus to change a tool with an-
other.
[0003] These related arts need an increased area for
the system as a whole. To save space, a sheet material
bending system according to another related art arranges
a tool stocker and a tool changing apparatus behind up-
per and lower tables and between left and right side
frames of a press brake. Patent literatures disclosing the
related arts are, for example, Japanese Unexamined Pat-
ent Application Publications No. S52-156161 (Patent Lit-
erature 1), No. H05-84520 (Patent Literature 2), No.
H07-275941 (Patent Literature 3), and No. 2003-136144
(Patent Literature 4) and Published PCT International Ap-
plication No. WO00/41824 (Patent Literature 5).
[0004] Furthermore, AT 511 078 A4 also discloses a
sheet material bending system comprising a press brake.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Problems to be Solved by Invention

[0005] Inventions described in Patent Literatures 1 to
4 aim to handle tools that are long in a left-right direction.
Accordingly, configurations described in Patent Litera-
tures 1 to 4 hardly handle split tools.

[0006] A configuration described in Patent Literature 5
aims to change split tools and is configured as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Namely, a press brake 1 has an upper table 5
at front upper part of left and right side frames 3L and 3R
and a lower table 7 at front lower part of the left and right
side frames 3L and 3R, the lower table 7 facing the upper
table 5. A proper one of the upper table 5 and lower table
7 serves as a ram that is movable up and down.
[0007] Arranged at lower part of the upper table 5 is
an upper-tool attaching unit 9 to which an upper tool
(punch) P is detachably attached. The upper-tool attach-
ing unit 9 has a tool attaching groove 11 to which the
punch P is detachably and changeably attached and
which is long in a left-right direction (an X-axis direction,
i.e., a direction orthogonal to the plane of Fig. 1). Ar-
ranged at upper part of the lower table 7 is a lower-tool
attaching unit 13 to which a lower tool (die) D is detach-
ably attached. The lower-tool attaching unit 13 has a tool
attaching groove 11 to which the die D is detachably and
changeably attached and which is long in the left-right
direction.
[0008] The tool attaching groove 11 provided for the
upper-tool attaching unit 9 on the upper table 5 and the
tool attaching groove 11 provided for the lower-tool at-
taching unit 13 are symmetrical with each other in an up-
down direction. Namely, the punch P may be turned up-
side down and attached to the lower-tool attaching unit
13 and the die D may be turned upside down and attached
to the upper-tool attaching unit 9.
[0009] The press brake 1 also has a back gauge 15
with which part of a sheet work W is brought into contact
to position the sheet work W in a front-rear direction (a
Y-axis direction) when bending the sheet work W with
the punch P and die D. The back gauge 15 is moved and
positioned in the front-rear direction.
[0010] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the tool attaching groove
11 of the upper-tool attaching unit 9 has front wall face
17A and a rear wall face 17B that are each provided with
a stop groove 21 to receive a stop piece 19 provided for
the punch P. The stop groove elongates in the left-right
direction. The punch P has an attaching part 23 that is
detachably attached to the tool attaching groove 11. Each
of front and rear faces (in terms of the Y-axis direction)
of the attaching part 23 has a V-shaped fixing groove 25
extending in the left-right direction. Formed below the
fixing grooves 25 is a recess 27 that receives the stop
piece 19.
[0011] The stop piece 19 is always pushed with an in-
ternally arranged resilient member (not illustrated) such
as a coil spring so that the stop piece 19 may protrude
out of the recess. Namely, the stop piece 19 is arranged
to be able to protrude and retract with respect to the sur-
face of the attaching part 23 of the punch P. Upper part
of the stop piece 19 has a beak-shaped stop projection
19A that engages and disengages with respect to the
stop groove 21. Lower part of the stop piece 19 has a
push button 19B to be pushed against the pressing force
of the resilient member. Under the stop piece 19, the
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attaching part 23 has a through hole 29 in the front-rear
direction.
[0012] The attaching part 23 of the punch P is attached
to the tool attaching groove 11 of the upper-tool attaching
unit 9. Thereafter, the attaching part 23 is pressed and
fixed. For this, the upper-tool attaching unit 9 has a press-
ing-fixing piece 31 that is engageable with the fixing
groove 25 of the punch P and is able to protrude and
retract with respect to the rear wall face 17B of the tool
attaching groove 11. The pressing-fixing piece 31 is
moved in the front-rear direction by an actuator 33 such
as a fluid pressure cylinder.
[0013] The attaching part 23 of the punch P is attached
to the tool attaching groove 11 and the stop projection
19A of the stop piece 19 provided for the attaching part
23 is fitted into the stop groove 21. The pressing-fixing
piece 31 is kept in a loosened state, so that the punch P
is movable in the left-right direction relative to the upper-
tool attaching unit 9 without dropping. When the push
button 19B of the stop piece 19 is pushed against the
pressing force and the stop projection 19A is removed
out of the stop groove 21, the punch P is detachable
downward from the upper-tool attaching unit 9. This re-
alizes the detaching and changing of the punch P with
respect to the upper-tool attaching unit 9. The attaching
part of the die D with respect to the lower-tool attaching
unit 13 is similarly configured, and therefore, is similarly
detachable and changeable with respect to the lower-
tool attaching unit 13.
[0014] In the press brake 1, an upper-tool storing unit
33 stores a punch P to be attached to the upper-tool
attaching unit 9 or to be changed with an already attached
one. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the upper-tool storing unit 33
is arranged in the vicinity of the back of the upper table
5 and is movable in the up-down direction. A lower-tool
storing unit 35 stores a die D to be attached to the lower-
tool attaching unit 13 or to be changed with an already
attached one. The lower-tool storing unit 35 is arranged
in the vicinity of the back of the lower table 7 and is mov-
able in the up-down direction. To attach, detach, or
change the punch (upper tool) P between the upper-tool
attaching unit 9 and the upper-tool storing unit 33, there
is arranged an upper-tool changing apparatus 37U. To
attach, detach, or change the die (lower tool) D between
the lower-tool attaching unit 13 and the lower-tool storing
unit 35, there is arranged a lower-tool changing appara-
tus 37L.
[0015] The upper-tool changing apparatus 37U and
lower-tool changing apparatus 37L are substantially
symmetrical with each other in the up-down direction,
and therefore, a configuration of the upper-tool changing
apparatus 37U will be explained. Structural elements of
the lower-tool changing apparatus 37L whose functions
are similar to those of the upper-tool changing apparatus
37U are represented with like reference marks to omit
the explanation of the structure of the lower-tool changing
apparatus 37L.
[0016] As illustrated in Fig. 3, the upper-tool changing

apparatus 37U is so constituted to be able to move (trans-
fer) the punch P in the X-axis direction (left-right direc-
tion), Y-axis direction (front-rear direction), and Z-axis
direction (up-down direction). Under the upper table 5, a
base plate 39 extends in the left-right direction. On the
rear side of the base plate 39, a guide member 41 and
rack 43 elongate in the left-right direction. The guide
member 41 guides and supports a left-right slider 45 that
is movable in the X-axis direction (left-right direction).
The rack 43 engages with a pinion 47 turned by a servo-
motor (not illustrated) installed on the left-right slider 45.
Controlling the rotation of the servomotor results in mov-
ing and positioning the left-right slider 45 in the left-right
direction.
[0017] The left-right slider 45 has an up-down guide
member 49 that guides an up-down slider 51 in the up-
down direction. The up-down slider 51 is moved up and
down by an up-down actuator (not illustrated) such as a
fluid pressure cylinder. The up-down slider 51 has a front-
rear guide member 53 that guides and supports a front-
rear slider 55 to be movable in the front-rear direction.
The front-rear slider 55 is moved in the front-rear direction
by a front-rear actuator 57 such as a fluid pressure cyl-
inder installed on the up-down slider 51.
[0018] The front-rear slider 55 has a hook support
member 59 that is movable in the front-rear direction rel-
ative to the front-rear slider 55. The hook support member
59 is moved in the front-rear direction by a front-rear ac-
tuator 61 such as a fluid pressure cylinder installed on
the front-rear slider 55. A front end 59A of the hook sup-
port member 59 is formed to enter into the through hole
29 of the punch P. The hook support member 59 has an
upward projection 59B that comes into contact with the
punch P when the front end 59A is inserted into the
through hole 29 of the punch P.
[0019] A top face of the hook support member 59 sup-
ports a hook attaching member 63 so that the hook at-
taching member 63 is movable in the front-rear direction.
The hook attaching member 63 is moved in the front-rear
direction by a front-rear actuator 65 installed on the front-
rear slider 55. A front end of the hook attaching member
63 supports through a pivot 67 a hook member 69 so that
the hook member 69 pivots up and down. The hook mem-
ber 69 is able to pass through the through hole 29 of the
punch P. A front end of the hook member 69 has an
upward projection 69A that is able to pass through the
through hole 29 and press the push button 19B of the
stop piece 19.
[0020] Between a spring seat 71 arranged on a top
face of the hook attaching member 63 and a base end
of the hook member 69, a resilient member 73 such as
a coil spring is arranged. This biases the hook member
69 in a clockwise direction in Fig. 3 so that, in a normal
state, the upward projection 69A of the hook member 69
is in a descended state. When the hook support member
59 is moved rightward relative to the hook member 69 in
Fig. 3, the hook member 69 turns in a counterclockwise
direction against the pushing force of the resilient mem-
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ber 73.
[0021] With the above-mentioned arrangement, the
hook member 69 in Fig. 3 is positioned to correspond to
the through hole 29 of the punch P attached to the upper-
tool attaching unit 9. When the front-rear slider 55 is
moved toward the punch P, the hook member 69 enters
into the through hole 29 of the punch P as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Thereafter, if the hook support member 59 is
moved in the same direction relative to the hook member
69, the hook member 69 turns upward and the upward
projection 59B of the hook support member 59 comes
into contact with the punch P.
[0022] Thereafter, the front-rear actuator 65 operates
to pull the hook member 69, so that the upward projection
69A of the hook member 69 presses the push button 19B
of the stop piece 19. As a result, the stop projection 19A
of the stop piece 19 moves out of the stop groove 21 of
the tool attaching groove 11 of the upper-tool attaching
unit 9, so that the punch P becomes removable in a down-
ward direction. Thereafter, the up-down slider 51 is low-
ered to remove the punch P downward from the upper-
tool attaching unit 9 with the punch P being held by the
hook member 69.
[0023] As is already understood, the upper-tool chang-
ing apparatus 37U enables the punch P to be attached
to and detached from the upper-tool attaching unit 9, i.e.,
to be attached, detached, and changed between the up-
per-tool storing unit 33 and the upper-tool attaching unit
9. Similarly, the lower-tool changing apparatus 37L en-
ables the die D to be attached, detached, and changed
between the lower-tool storing unit 35 and the lower-tool
attaching unit 13.
[0024] According to the above-mentioned configura-
tion, the punch P is attached, detached, and changed by
inserting the hook member 69 into the through hole 29
of the punch P, and therefore, the punch P never drops
to improve safety. Since the upper-tool changing appa-
ratus 37U is movable in the X-, Y-, and Z-axis directions,
the punch P may be a split tool.
[0025] According to the above-mentioned configura-
tion, the upper-dire storing unit 33 is arranged in the vi-
cinity of the back of the upper table 5 and the lower-tool
storing unit 35 in the vicinity of the back of the lower table
7. The upper-tool changing apparatus 37U for changing
the upper tool (punch) P and the lower-tool changing ap-
paratus 37L for changing the die D are arranged between
a processing position where a work W is bent with the
punch P and die D and a position where the back gauge
15 positions the work W.
[0026] Accordingly, it is difficult to manually attach, de-
tach, or change a new punch P and new die D with respect
to the upper-tool storing unit 33 and lower-tool storing
unit 35. During the bending process of the work W, it is
impossible to attach, detach, or change a new punch P
and new die D with respect to the upper-tool storing unit
33 and lower tool storing unit 35. A further improvement
is required, therefore, for the preparation of upper and
lower tools to be used for the next bending process.

[0027] To avoid an interference between the back
gauge 15 and the upper-tool changing apparatus 37U
and lower-tool changing apparatus 37L, the upper- and
lower-tool changing apparatuses 37U and 37L must be
retracted outside the left and right side frames of the
press brake. Accordingly, a further improvement is re-
quired to simplify the system as a whole and save space.

Means to Solve Problems

[0028] In consideration of the above-mentioned prob-
lems, the present invention provides a sheet material
bending system according to claim 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0029]

Figure 1 is an explanatory side view illustrating a
main structure of a press brake in a sheet material
bending system according to a related art.
Figure 2 is an explanatory view illustrating changing
a tool of the press brake in the sheet material bending
system according to the related art.
Figure 3 is an explanatory view illustrating a tool
changing apparatus of the press brake in the sheet
material bending system according to the related art.
Figure 4 is an explanatory perspective view sche-
matically illustrating a general structure of a sheet
material bending system according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
Figure 5 is an explanatory perspective view sche-
matically illustrating essential part of the sheet ma-
terial bending system with upper and lower tables of
a press brake in the system being omitted.
Figure 6 is an explanatory perspective back view il-
lustrating the sheet material bending system.
Figure 7 is an explanatory perspective view illustrat-
ing a general structure of a tool stocker.
Figure 8 is an explanatory sectional plan view illus-
trating essential part of the tool stocker.
Figure 9 is an explanatory sectional side view illus-
trating essential part of the tool stocker.
Figure 10 is an explanatory perspective view illus-
trating the back of the tool stocker.
Figure 11 is an explanatory plan view schematically
illustrating operation of a tool changing apparatus
according to a first embodiment.
Figure 12 is an explanatory perspective view illus-
trating a tool holding unit of the tool changing appa-
ratus.
Figure 13 is an explanatory plan view schematically
illustrating operation of a tool changing apparatus
according to a second embodiment.
Figure 14 is an explanatory perspective view illus-
trating the tool changing apparatus according to the
second embodiment.
Figure 15 is an explanatory perspective view illus-
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trating essential part of the tool changing apparatus
according to the second embodiment.
Figure 16 is an explanatory view illustrating essential
part of the tool changing apparatus.
Figure 17 is an explanatory view illustrating opera-
tion of the tool changing apparatus.
Figure 18 is an explanatory view illustrating opera-
tion of the tool changing apparatus.
Figure 19 is an explanatory perspective view illus-
trating a tool changing apparatus according to a third
embodiment.
Figure 20 is an explanatory perspective view illus-
trating a tool changing apparatus according to a
fourth embodiment.

MODE OF IMPLEMENTING INVENTION

[0030] A sheet material bending system according to
an embodiment of the present invention will be explained
with reference to the drawings. Structural elements
whose effects are similar to those of the related art ex-
plained above are represented with like reference marks
to omit overlapping explanations.
[0031] Referring to Figs. 4 and 5, the sheet material
bending system according to an embodiment of the
present invention includes a press brake 75 that carries
out a bending process on a sheet work, a tool stocker 77
that stores a plurality of upper and lower tools (punches
P and dies D) to be attached, detached, and changed
with respect to the press brake 75, and a tool changing
apparatus 79 that changes the punches P and dies D
between the press brake 75 and the tool stocker 77.
[0032] The press brake 75 has a structure similar to
that of the press brake of the related art mentioned above
and includes left and right side frames 3L and 3R. Ar-
ranged at front upper part of the left and right side frames
3L and 3R is an upper table 5 that is movable upward
and downward. Arranged at front lower part of the left
and right side frames 3L and 3R is a lower table 7. Ar-
ranged at lower part of the upper table 5 is an upper-tool
attaching unit 9 that attaches, detaches, and changes
the punch P. Arranged at upper part of the lower table 7
is a lower-tool attaching unit 13 that attaches, detaches,
and changes the die D.
[0033] For the sake of easy understanding of a general
structure, Fig. 5 omits the upper and lower tables 5 and
7. A general basic structure of the press brake 75 is the
same as that of the press brake 1 according to the related
art explained above, and therefore, the details of the
structure of the press brake 75 will not be explained.
[0034] The tool stocker 77 is arranged behind the press
brake 75. As illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, a pair of left and
right guide supports 81L and 81R extending in the up-
down direction are arranged at rear part of inner side
faces of the left and right side frames 3L and 3R in the
press brake 75. The left and right guide supports 81L and
81R have a plurality of tool support beams 83 that are
movable up and down and detachably support a plurality

of punches P and dies D.
[0035] More precisely, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the guide
supports 81L and 81R arranged at rear part of the inner
side faces of the left and right side frames 3L and 3R
have guide rails 85, respectively. The guide rails 85 sup-
port left and right sides of a frame 87 so that the frame
87 is movable up and down. The frame 87 supports the
tool support beams 83 that are arranged in steps and
horizontally extend in the left-right direction. On a top
face of each of the tool support beams 83, there is formed
a tool attaching groove 11 that elongates in the left-right
direction to attach thereto and detach therefrom a plural-
ity of dies D. On a bottom face of each of the tool support
beams 83, there is formed a tool attaching groove 11
(refer to Fig. 8) that elongates in the left-right direction to
attach thereto and detach therefrom a plurality of punch-
es P.
[0036] The tool attaching grooves 11 formed on the
top and bottom faces of each of the tool support beams
83 have the same configuration as the tool attaching
grooves 11 of the upper-tool attaching unit 9 according
to the above-mentioned related art. The tool support
beams 83 are satisfactory if they are able to support the
punches P and dies D without dropping them, and there-
fore, the pressing-fixing pieces 31 mentioned above are
omitted.
[0037] To move the frame 87 up and down, the guide
supports 81L and 81R are provided with an up-down ac-
tuator 89 (refer to Fig. 7) such as a fluid pressure cylinder.
In the up-down actuator 89, an up-down acting element
91 such as a piston rod that moves up and down and a
connection bracket 93 integral with the frame 87 are con-
nected together. When the up-down actuator 89 is acti-
vated, the frame 87 is moved up and down, to position a
required one of the tool support beam 83 at a given height.
[0038] In the tool stocker 77, lower front part and lower
rear part of the left and right guide supports 81L and 81R
are integrally provided with front and rear covers 95F and
95R (refer to Figs. 8 and 9) to cover lower part of an area
in which the frame 87 moves up and down. In other words,
upper part of the area in which the frame 87 moves up
and down is not covered with the covers 95F and 95R
and is open to the front and rear sides. To improve safety,
front and rear shutters 97F and 97R are arranged to be
movable up and down to open and close the front and
rear sides of the upper part of the area in which the frame
87 moves up and down.
[0039] In more detail, as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9,
the left and right guide supports 81L and 81R have, on
their front and rear faces, guide members 99 extending
in the up-down direction. The guide members 99 guide
and support the left and right sides of the front and rear
shutters 97F and 97R so that the shutters are movable
up and down. The front and rear shutters 97F and 97R
are interlocked so that, when one of the shutters 97F and
97R is moved up to close the upper side of the front cover
95F, the other of the shutters 97R and 97F descends to
open the upper side of the rear cover 95R. Namely, the
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front and rear shutters 97F and 97R are interlocked
through an interlocking unit 101 so that they oppositely
operate.
[0040] In more detail, upper and lower parts of the left
and right guide supports 81L and 81R are each provided
with rotatable pulleys 103U and 103L. Around the upper
and lower pulleys 103U and 103L, an endless member
105 such as a timing belt is stretched. To turn the left and
right endless members 105 in synchronization, the left
and right lower pulleys 103L are integrally connected to
each other through an interlocking shaft 107 that elon-
gates in the left-right direction.
[0041] The front shutter 97F is connected to a front
member 105F of each endless member 105 through a
front L-shaped connection bracket 111F that is passed
through a long hole 109 to move up and down. The long
hole 109 is formed in each of the guide supports 81L and
81R and elongates in the up-down direction. Similarly,
the rear shutter 97R is connected to a rear part 105R of
each endless member 105 through a rear L-shaped con-
nection bracket 111R. Accordingly, if the front shutter
97F is moved up, the rear shutter 97R moves down
through the endless member 105.
[0042] The structure for interlocking the front and rear
shutters 97F and 97R with each other to oppositely carry
out open and close actions is not limited to the above-
mentioned one. Any other structure is acceptable. For
example, the front and rear shutters 97F and 97R may
be moved up and down with separate fluid pressure cyl-
inders with upper or lower cylinder chambers of the cyl-
inders being communicating with each other through a
fluid path.
[0043] To smoothly move the front and rear shutters
97F and 97R in the up-down direction, the weights of the
front and rear shutters 97F and 97R are set to be sub-
stantially equal to each other. A rear face of the rear shut-
ter 97R is provided with a handle 113 to move the front
and rear shutters 97F and 97R up and down. After the
front and rear shutters 97F and 97R are moved up and
down, the endless member 105 is fixed to be immobile.
For this, an end of the interlocking shaft 107 is provided
with an electromagnetic brake 115 (refer to Fig. 8). A
control switch 117 to turn on and off the electromagnetic
brake 115 is arranged on the handle 113.
[0044] When the handle 113 is held and the control
switch 117 is operated to turn off the electromagnetic
brake 115, the front and rear shutters 97F and 97R are
movable up and down. When the control switch 117 is
operated to turn on the electromagnetic brake 115, the
front and rear shutters 97F and 97R are fixed to be im-
mobile. In this way, the front and rear shutters 97F and
97R are moved up and down to keep the area above the
front cover 95F or the rear cover 95R in an open state or
a closed state.
[0045] As is already understood, when the area above
the front cover 95F is open, the area above the rear cover
95R is closed with the rear shutter 97R. In this case, the
attaching, detaching, and changing of the punches P and

dies D with respect to the tool support beams 83 of the
frame 87 are carried out from the front side. On the other
hand, when the area above the rear cover 95R is open
and the area above the front cover 95F is closed with the
shutter 97F, the attaching, detaching, and changing of
the punches P and dies D with respect to the tool support
beams 83 are carried out from the rear side.
[0046] As mentioned above, when the front and rear
shutters 97F and 97R are moved up and down, the rear
shutter 97R closes, if moved up, the area above the rear
cover 95R, and if moved down, opens the area. To detect
the open and closed states, upper and lower open/close
confirming sensors 119U and 119L (refer to Fig. 10) are
arranged. The sensors 119U and 119L are, for example,
limit switches and are arranged on the guide support 81L
away from each other in the up-down direction. The rear
shutter 97R is provided with a dog 121 to activate the
sensors 119U and 119L.
[0047] When the shutter 97R ascends and the dog 121
activates the sensor 119U, it is confirmed that the rear
shutter 97R has ascended and the front shutter 97F has
descended. Then, the tool changing apparatus 79 is able
to attach, detach, and change the punches P and dies
D. On the other hand, if the shutter 97R descends and
the dog 121 activates the sensor 119L, it is confirmed
that the rear shutter 97R has descended and the front
shutter 97F has ascended. In this case, the tool changing
apparatus 79 is unable to attach, detach, or change the
punches P and dies D and it is possible to change the
punches P and dies D from the rear side of the tool stocker
77. Accordingly, a configuration may be made to interlock
the tool changing apparatus 79 when the upper sensor
119U is activated by the dog 121 and release the interlock
when the lower sensor 119L is activated. This improves
safety.
[0048] The tool changing apparatus 79 is arranged in
a left and right pair as illustrated in Fig. 5. The pair of tool
changing apparatuses 79L and 79R are left-right sym-
metrical with each other, and therefore, one of the tool
changing apparatuses 79 will be explained. Structural
elements of the other tool changing apparatus 79 are
represented with like reference marks to omit overlapping
explanations.
[0049] The left and right tool changing apparatuses
79L and 79R have slide bases 125 that are individually
movable in the left-right direction along guide rails 123
that extend in the left-right direction between the left and
right side frames 3L and 3R. Each of the slide bases 125
has an actuator (not illustrated) such as a servomotor or
a linear motor. The actuators are individually controlled
to individually move and position the slide bases 125.
[0050] Each of the slide bases 125 has a guide rail
125G extending in the front-rear direction. Each of the
guide rails 125G has a slide support 127 that elongates
in the up-down direction and is individually moved and
positioned in the front-rear direction. The moving and po-
sitioning of the slide support 127 in the front-rear direction
are carried out by individually controlling an actuator (not
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illustrated) provided for the slide support 127.
[0051] Each of the slide supports 127 has an up/down
support 129 that is movable in the up-down direction and
is able to be positioned at a proper height. The up/down
support 129 is moved up and down by an up/down actu-
ator (not illustrated) made of a ball screw or the like turned
by, for example, a fluid pressure cylinder or a servomotor.
The up/down actuators are individually controlled to in-
dividually move the up/down supports 129 and position
them at proper heights.
[0052] As schematically illustrated in a plan view of Fig.
11, each of the up/down support 129 has a pivot 131 that
horizontally turns around an axis extending in the up-
down direction. An upper end of the pivot 131 is provided
with a punch holding unit (tool holding unit) 133P to hold
a punch P and a die holding unit (tool holding unit) 133D
to hold a die D. The pivot 131 is also provided with a work
contact member (back gauge) to position, in the front-
rear direction, a work to be bent with the punch P and
die D.
[0053] As illustrated in Fig. 11, the punch holding unit
133P and die holding unit 133D, i.e., the tool holding units
are arranged at positions deviated from the axis of the
pivot 131. The punch holding unit 133P and die holding
unit 133D are arranged at symmetrical positions with re-
spect to the axis of the pivot 131. More precisely, the
punch holding unit 133P and die holding unit 133D are
deviated from the pivot 131 so that, when they are turned
and positioned to face frontward (downward in Fig. 11)
in the direction of the upper and lower tables 5 and 7,
they can be brought into contact with each other in the
left-right direction (X-axis direction).
[0054] When split tools (punches P or died D) are taken
out of the tool stocker 77 and are attached to the tool
attaching units 9 and 13 of the upper and lower tables 5
and 7, the split tools taken by the left and right tool chang-
ing apparatuses 77L and 77R can be attached into a
contacted state.
[0055] Installed states of the punch holding unit 133P,
die holding unit 133D, and back gauge (work contact
member) 135 onto the pivot 131 are illustrated in detail
in Fig. 12. The pivot 131 (not illustrated in Fig. 12) is
horizontally rotatably installed in the up-down support
129. On a top face of the pivot 131, a pivot base 137 is
integrally arranged. At symmetrical positions around a
pivot center of the pivot base 137, the punch holding unit
133P and die holding unit 133D are arranged.
[0056] The punch holding unit 133P and die holding
unit 133D are constituted similar to the upper-tool chang-
ing apparatus 37U and lower-tool changing apparatus
37L of the related art mentioned above. The punch hold-
ing unit 133P and die holding unit 133D are formed to be
up-down symmetrical. Accordingly, the structure of the
punch holding unit 133P will be explained and like ele-
ments of the die holding unit 133D are represented with
like reference marks to avoid overlapping explanations.
[0057] Arranged on the pivot base 137 is a pedestal
139 protruding upward. The pedestal 139 has support

wall members 141 that horizontally extend in opposite
directions. One of the support wall members 141 is pro-
vided with the punch holding unit 133P. Namely, the sup-
port wall member 141 has a guide member 143 corre-
sponding to the guide member 53 mentioned above. The
guide member 143 movably supports a hook support
member 145 corresponding to the hook support member
59 mentioned above. The hook support member 145 has
a front end part 145A and projection part 145B corre-
sponding to the front end part 59A and upward projection
59B mentioned above. As an actuator to move the hook
support member 145 front and rear, a front-rear actuator
147 corresponding to the front-rear actuator 61 men-
tioned above is arranged on the pivot base 137.
[0058] Arranged to reciprocate on a top face of the
hook support member 145 is a hook attaching member
149 corresponding to the hook attaching member 63
mentioned above. The hook attaching member 149 has
a hook member 151 that corresponds to the hook mem-
ber 69 mentioned above and is pivotable up and down.
The hook member 151 has an upward projection 151A.
A front-rear actuator 153 corresponding to the front-rear
actuator 65 mentioned above is arranged on the support
wall member 141. The other support wall member 141
has the die holding unit 133D.
[0059] Arranged on the pedestal 139 is the back gauge
(work contact member) 135 that is swingable upward.
Namely, arranged on the pedestal 139 is a U-shaped
bracket 155. The bracket 155 has a horizontal pivot 157
that is orthogonal to the moving direction of the hook
support member 145 of the punch holding unit 133P. The
pivot 157 supports the back gauge 135 that is upwardly
swingable from a horizontal state.
[0060] To swing the back gauge 135 up and down, the
bracket 155 has an L-shaped support bracket 159. The
support bracket 159 has a fluid pressure cylinder 161 as
an example of a swing actuator to swing the back gauge
135 up and down. The fluid pressure cylinder 161 has a
reciprocable piston rod 161P whose front end is properly
connected to the back gauge 135.
[0061] With the above-mentioned configuration, the
swing actuator 161 operates to swing the back gauge
135 upward from a horizontal state. When the die holding
unit 133D attaches, detaches, or changes a die D, the
die D never interferes with the back gauge 135.
[0062] As is already understood, the punch holding unit
133P and die holding unit 133D of the left and right tool
changing apparatuses 79L and 79R are moved and po-
sitioned in the left-right direction (X-axis direction), front-
rear direction (Y-axis direction), and up-down direction
(Z-axis direction), and in addition, are pivotable in the
front-rear direction. Accordingly, the punch P and die D
are able to be attached, detached, and changed between
the tool stocker 77 and the tool attaching units 9 and 13
of the upper and lower tables 5 and 7.
[0063] While the punch P and die D attached to the
upper and lower tables 5 and 7 are bending a work, the
inner side (front side) of the tool stocker 77 is closed with
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the front shutter 97F and the outer side (rear side) of the
tool stocker 77 is opened as mentioned above. Accord-
ingly, the punch P and die D are able to be attached,
detached, and changed from behind the tool stocker 77.
[0064] As mentioned above, a work to be bent is posi-
tioned in the front-rear direction by bringing the work into
contact with the back gauge 135 provided for each of the
left and right tool changing apparatuses 79L and 79R.
[0065] When a work is bent with the punch P and die
D, there is an occasion to bend the work after inverting
the rear side of the punch P to front. To invert the rear
side of the punch P to front, the embodiment employs a
temporary tool holding unit 163 for temporarily holding
the punch P. More precisely, as illustrated in Fig. 5, upper
parts of the side frames 3L and 3R support left and right
ends of a beam member 165 serving as a ceiling member.
A bottom face of the beam member 165 is provided with
the temporary tool holding unit 163.
[0066] The temporary tool holding unit 163 is at an in-
termediate position in a moving path of the tool changing
apparatuses 79L and 79R that move in the front-rear di-
rection between the tool stocker 77 and the upper and
lower tables 5 and 7 in the press brake 75. The temporary
tool holding unit 163 has a tool holding beam 169 that is
horizontally attached to lower ends of supports 167 that
are vertically extended from the beam member 165.
Formed in a bottom face of the tool holding beam 169 is
a tool attaching groove 169G corresponding to the tool
attaching groove 11. The pressing-fixing piece 31 is omit-
ted from the tool attaching groove 169G.
[0067] According to the above-mentioned configura-
tion, the punch holding unit 133P of each of the tool
changing apparatuses 79L and 79R removes a punch P
from the tool stocker 77, transfers the same to the upper-
tool attaching unit 9 of the upper table 5 in the press brake
75, and attaches the same thereto. At this time, the punch
holding unit 133P is kept to be oriented rearward and the
punch P is temporarily attached to the tool attaching
groove 169G of the tool holding beam 169. Thereafter,
the punch holding unit 133P is turned to face forward so
as to hold, from the rear side, the punch P temporarily
held in the tool attaching groove 169G. The punch holding
unit 133P is kept to face forward and the punch P is at-
tached to the upper-tool attaching unit 9 of the upper
table 5. As a result, the punch P held in the tool stocker
77 is inverted to face forward and is attached to the upper
table 5. Namely, the punch P is able to be attached to
the upper table 5 after inverting the rear side of the punch
P to front, or without inverting the same.
[0068] As is understood from the above explanation,
the embodiment is able to save space for the sheet ma-
terial bending system as a whole and allows individual
tools to be easily attached, detached, and changed with
respect to the tool stocker 77 from the outside. In the
above explanation, the tool stocker 77 is arranged be-
tween the left and right side frames 3L and 3R of the
press brake 75. Instead, the tool stocker 77 may be ar-
ranged behind the left and right side frames 3L and 3R.

[0069] Figure 13 is a schematic plan view illustrating
the second embodiment of the tool changing apparatus-
es 79L and 79R. The tool changing apparatuses 79LA
and 79RA according to the second embodiment each
integrate the punch holding unit 133P and die holding
unit 133D into one. Namely, the second embodiment pro-
vides the pivot 131 with a back gauge 135 and an up-
per/lower-tool holding unit 171 that is able to handle both
a punch (upper tool) P and a die (lower tool) D.
[0070] When the upper/lower-tool holding unit 171 of
this configuration holds a tool, i.e., a punch P or a die D,
the tool and back gauge 135 must not interfere with each
other. For this, the upper/lower-tool holding unit 171 and
back gauge 135 are so arranged on the pivot 131 that
front ends of the upper/lower-tool holding unit 171 and
back gauge 135 face different directions, i.e., opposite
directions. It is sufficient if the back gauge 135 does not
interfere with the tool P or D when the upper/lower-tool
holding unit 171 holds the tool P or D. Accordingly, the
direction of the front end of the back gauge 135 is satis-
factory if it differs from the direction of the front end of
the upper/lower-tool holding unit 171.
[0071] The upper/lower-tool holding unit 171 is struc-
tured as illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15. Namely, a side
face of a support wall member 141 integrally attached to
the pivot 131 is provided with a hook support member
173 that is moved front and rear by a front-rear actuator
147. The hook support member 173 corresponds to the
hook support member 145 mentioned above. An up-
ward/downward projecting member 175 corresponding
to the projection 145B mentioned above is integrally at-
tached with a fixing member such as a bolt to a position
close to a front end 173A of a long extended part 173L.
[0072] The upward/downward projecting member 175
has an upward projection 175A that is positioned above
the front end 173A and a downward projection 175B that
is positioned below the same. A slant face 173S is formed
on each of top and bottom faces of the front end 173A
of the extended part 173L of the hook support member
173 in an area in front of the upward/downward projecting
member 175. In the left and right tool changing appara-
tuses 79LA and 79RA, opposing faces 173F (refer to Fig.
16) of the front ends 173A of the hook support members
173 are formed into vertical faces. Side faces 173E op-
posite to the opposing faces 173F are formed into slant
faces.
[0073] Accordingly, the front ends 173A of the hook
support members 173 are easily insertable into the
through holes 29 of the tools P or D. In addition, when
the tool is inserted into the through hole 29, this structure
is able to reduce a clearance between the front end 173A
and the through hole 29, thereby ensuring a position
where the hook support member 173 holds the tool P or
D. As a result, the tools P or D are brought into contact
with each other in the left-right direction at correct posi-
tions.
[0074] In the upper/lower-tool holding unit 171, a side
face of the support wall member 141 is provided with a
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front-rear actuator 153 corresponding to the front-rear
actuator 153 mentioned above. The front-rear actuator
153 moves a hook attaching member 177 front and rear.
The hook attaching member 177 has a pivot 181 that
supports a longitudinal intermediate part of an upper
hook member (upper finger) 179 corresponding to the
hook member 151. With the pivot 181, the upper hook
member 179 is pivotable up and down. The hook attach-
ing member 177 also has a pivot 185 that supports an
intermediate part of a lower hook member (lower finger)
183 so that the lower hook member 183 may pivot up
and down.
[0075] The upper hook member 179 is arranged above
the extended part 173L of the hook support member 173
and the lower hook member 183 is arranged below the
extended part 173L. A front end of the upper hook mem-
ber 179 has an upward projection 179A projecting up-
ward and the lower hook member 183 has a downward
projection 183A.
[0076] A base end of each of the upper and lower hook
members 179 and 183 has a spring seat 187. Arranged
between the spring seats of the upper and lower hook
members 179 and 183 is a resilient member 189 such
as a coil spring to always bias the front ends of the hook
members 179 and 183 toward each other. Accordingly,
the pressing force of the resilient member 189 brings the
front ends of the upper and lower hook members 179
and 183 into contact with each other in a normal state.
[0077] In the upper/lower-tool holding unit 171, another
side face of the front end of the support wall member 141
has a bracket 190 that supports an identification reading
unit 191. The identification reading unit 191 reads an
identifier such as a barcode on a tool P or D. When the
tool stocker 77 stores a plurality of tools P and D, the
identification reading unit 191 is positioned to a height of
tools P and D supported by any one of the tool support
beams 83 and the slide base 125 is moved in the X-axis
direction so that the identification reading unit 191 reads
identifiers of the tools P and D.
[0078] A moving position of the slide base 125 in the
X-axis direction is read by a position detecting unit (for
example, a rotary encoder on a servomotor). A height of
the tool support beam 83 is read by a height detecting
unit (such as a rotary encoder provided for the servomo-
tor for moving the up/down support 129 in the up-down
direction). These detecting units detect a moving position
in the X-axis direction of the upper/lower-tool holding unit
171 and an up-down moving position of the same. The
X-axis and up-down positional data are related to the
identification data of each tool P or D read by the identi-
fication reading unit 191 and the related data are stored
in a memory of a control apparatus (not illustrated). The
stored data enable the management of the plurality of
tools P and D stored in the tool stocker 77.
[0079] In the upper/lower-tool holding unit 171 illustrat-
ed in Fig. 17(A), the front end 173A of the hook support
member 173 is moved to the front ends of the upper and
lower hook members 179 and 183. In this state, the upper

and lower hook members 179 and 183 are kept to be
substantially parallel with each other. When the front end
173A of the hook support member 173 is retracted, the
action of the resilient member 189 brings the front ends
of the upper and lower hook members 179 and 183 closer
to each other (refer to Fig. 17(B)).
[0080] When the front ends of the upper and lower hook
members 179 and 183 come close to each other as men-
tioned above, the front ends of the upper and lower hook
members 179 and 183 are inserted into the through hole
29 of the tool P or D (refer to Fig. 17(B)). Thereafter, the
front end 173A of the hook support member 173 is
pushed between the front ends of the upper and lower
hook members 179 and 183. Then, the upward/down-
ward projecting member 175 of the hook support member
173 comes into contact with the tool P or D and the front
ends of the upper and lower hook members 179 and 183
are separated from each other (refer to Fig. 18(A)).
[0081] Thereafter, the front-rear actuator 153 is acti-
vated to move the upper and lower hook members 179
and 183 in a pull-out direction of the through hole 29.
Then, one of the upper projection 179A and lower pro-
jection 183A of the upper and lower hook members 179
and 183 presses the push button 19B of the stop piece
19 of the tool P or D. As a result, the tool P or D is able
to be released from the tool attaching groove 11 of a
corresponding one of the upper- and lower-tool attaching
units 9 and 13.
[0082] As is already understood, the upper/lower tool
holding unit 171 is able to handle upper and lower tools
P and D. There is no need of separately preparing the
punch holding unit 133P and die holding unit 133D, there-
by simplifying the general structure of the system.
[0083] Figure 19 is an explanatory view illustrating a
sheet material bending system according to the third em-
bodiment of the present invention. The sheet material
bending system according to this embodiment provides
a general press brake having a back gauge 193, which
is moved and positioned in the front-rear and left-right
directions, with tool changing apparatuses 79LB and
79RB at lower part (on a bottom face) of a beam member
165 whose left and right sides are supported at upper
part of left and right side frames 3L and 3R of the press
brake.
[0084] Namely, the tool changing apparatuses 79LB
and 79RB have a pair of slide bases 197 that are arranged
on guide rails 195 extending in the left-right direction on
the bottom face of the beam member 165 and are moved
and positioned in the left-right direction. The slide base
197 has a vertical slide support 199 that is moved and
positioned in the front-rear direction. The slide support
199 has an up/down support 201 that is movable up and
down. A lower end of the up/down support 201 has a
pivot 203 that is horizontally rotatable and has the up-
per/lower tool holding unit 171 mentioned above.
[0085] This structure corresponds to a structure with
the tool changing apparatuses 79L and 79R turned up-
side down and arranged on the bottom face of the beam
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member 165. Accordingly, this structure is able to attach,
detach, and change tools P and D between the tool stock-
er 77 arranged behind the press brake and the tool at-
taching units 9 and 13 of the upper and lower tables 5
and 7. This structure is easily realized by providing a
general press brake with the beam member 165 and tool
stocker 77 afterward.
[0086] Figure 20 illustrates another embodiment of the
tool changing apparatuses 79LB and 79RB. The tool
changing apparatuses 79LC and 79RC illustrated in Fig.
20 have each a tool holding unit 205 at a lower end of an
up/down support 201, the tool holding unit 205 being ca-
pable of handling an upper tool and a lower tool. More
precisely, the lower end of the up/down support 201 of
each of the tool changing apparatuses 79LC and 79RC
has a rotary actuator 207L (207R) such as a servomotor.
[0087] Each of the rotary actuators 207L and 207R has
a rotary shaft extending in the left-right direction. At each
of facing ends of the rotary shafts, an L-shaped rotary
bracket 209L (209R) is arranged. Each of the rotary
brackets 209L and 209R has a rotary actuator 211L
(211R (not illustrated)) having a rotary shaft that is or-
thogonal to the rotary shaft of the rotary actuator 207L
(207R).
[0088] The rotary shaft of each of the rotary actuators
211L and 211R is integrally provided with a rotary support
member 213L (213R). Each of the rotary support mem-
bers 213L and 213R is provided with the tool holding unit
205 that has the same structure as the punch holding
unit 133P or the die holding unit 133D. Since the tool
holding unit 205 has the same structure as the punch
holding unit 133P or the die holding unit 133D, Fig. 20
schematically illustrates the tool holding unit 205 without
details.
[0089] In the above-mentioned configuration, the rota-
ry actuator 207L (207R) turns the rotary bracket 209L
(209R). Then, a front end of the rotary support member
213L (213R) supported by the rotary bracket 209L (209R)
is able to be oriented toward the rear and a rear end
thereof toward the front. If the rotary actuator 211L (211R)
turns the rotary support member 213L (213R), the tool
holding unit 205 provided for the rotary support member
213L (213R) is turned upside down.
[0090] In this way, turning the tool holding unit 205 up-
side down results in switching the tool holding unit 205
between a state to deal with an upper tool (punch) P and
a state to deal with a lower tool (die) D, thereby handling
both the upper and lower tools P and D.
[0091] The front end of the rotary support member
213L (213R) is oriented toward the rear to pick up a tool
from the tool stocker 77, and thereafter, the rotary support
member 213L (213R) is oriented to the front as illustrated
in Fig. 20(A). This results in turning the picked-up tool P
upside down. The rotary actuator 211L (211R) is driven
to turn the rotary support member 213L (213R) upside
down, so that the tool P is turned upside down to restore
the original state (refer to Fig. 20(B)).
[0092] As is already understood, holding the tool P as

illustrated in Fig. 20(A) in the above-mentioned configu-
ration enables the tool P to be attached to and detached
from the lower table 7. Turning the tool P upside down
as illustrated in Fig. 20(B) enables the tool P to be at-
tached to and detached from the upper table 5. This con-
figuration also eliminates the need of separately prepar-
ing the punch holding unit 133P and die holding unit
133D, thereby simplifying the system as a whole.
[0093] In the above explanation, the tool changing ap-
paratuses 79LC and 79RC are vertically hung from the
beam member 165. It is also possible to configure the
punch holding unit 133P illustrated in Fig. 11 so that it is
able to be inverted front and rear and up and down like
the tool holding unit 205 illustrated in Fig. 20, to eliminate
the die holding unit 133D.
[0094] The present invention is able to simplify the sys-
tem as a whole and save space. When the tool changing
apparatus is changing a tool with respect to the press
brake, or when a work is being bent by the press brake,
the present invention is able to manually change tools
with respect to the tool stocker from behind the tool stock-
er. Accordingly, the present invention is able to improve
the efficiency of tool preparation work.

Claims

1. A sheet material bending system comprising a press
brake (75) that has an upper table (5) at front upper
part of left and right side frames (3L, 3R) and a lower
table (7) at front lower part thereof, a tool stocker
(77) that detachably stores a plurality of upper and
lower tools to be attached, detached, and changed
with respect to the press brake (75), and a pair of
tool changing apparatus (79) that change tools be-
tween the press brake (75) and the tool stocker (77),
wherein
the tool stocker (77) is arranged behind the press
brake (75) and front and rear sides of the tool stocker
(77) are opened so that tools are changed from the
front and rear sides with respect to the tool stocker
(77); and
each tool changing apparatus (79) has a pivot (131;
203) that is movable in front-rear, left-right, and up-
down directions and is rotatable around an axis ex-
tending in the up-down direction, a front end of the
pivot (131; 203) being provided with a tool holding
unit (133P, 133D; 171; 205) to hold a tool,
characterized in that
each tool holding unit (133P, 133D; 171; 205) is de-
viated from an axis of the respective pivot (131; 203)
such that when both tool holding units (133P, 133D;
171; 205) are turned and positioned to face front-
ward, the tool holding units (133P, 133D; 171; 205)
can be brought into contact with each other in the
left-right direction.

2. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
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claim 1, characterized in that the tool stocker (77)
is arranged between the left and right side frames
(3L, 3R).

3. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
claim 1 or 2, characterized in that each pivot (131)
is provided with a work contact member (135) that
comes into contact with and position a work to be
bent by upper and lower tools.

4. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
claim 3, characterized in that the direction of a front
end of a hook member (151) of each tool holding unit
(133P, 133D; 171) to hold a tool differs from the di-
rection of a front end of the work contact member
(135).

5. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 4, characterized in that each
tool holding unit (133P, 133D) is arranged at each
of symmetrical positions on the pivots (131).

6. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 5, characterized in that the
work contact member (135) is pivotable up and
down.

7. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 6, characterized in that each
pivot (203) is arranged on a bottom face side of a
beam member (165) that is arranged at upper part
of the left and right side frames (3L, 3R).

8. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
claim 1 or 2, characterized in that:

a rotary bracket (209L, 209R) is arranged to be
rotatable around an axis that is orthogonal to an
axis of the pivot (131);
a rotary support member (213L, 213R) is ar-
ranged to be rotatable around an axis that is
orthogonal to the axis of the rotary bracket
(209L, 209R); and
the rotary support member (213L, 213R) is pro-
vided with the tool holding unit (205).

9. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
claim 8, characterized in that:

the pivots (203) are arranged in a pair on a bot-
tom face side of a beam member (165) that is
arranged at upper part of the left and right side
frames (3L, 3R); and
a work contact member (135) is arranged to
come into contact with and position a work to be
bent by upper and lower tools, the work contact
member (135) being arranged below the pivots
(131) and being movable in the front-rear direc-

tion.

10. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 9, characterized in that a
temporary tool holding unit (163) is arranged at an
intermediate position in a moving path of the tool
changing apparatus (79) that is movable in the front-
rear direction between the press brake (75) and the
tool stocker (77), to temporarily hold a tool to be
changed by the tool changing apparatus (79).

11. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 10, characterized in that:

the tool stocker (77) has a plurality of tool support
beams (83) that detachably support a plurality
of tools, elongate in the left-right direction, and
are movable in the up-down direction and front
and rear shutters (97F, 97R) that open and close
front and rear sides of the tool stocker (77); and
an interlock unit (101) is arranged to interlock
the closing and opening actions of the rear shut-
ter (97R) with the opening and closing actions
of the front shutter (97F).

12. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
claim 11, characterized in that the front and rear
shutters (97F, 97R) are connected to front and rear
parts of a connection member (105F, 105R), respec-
tively, the connection member (105) being stretched
around pulleys (103U, 103L) that are rotatably pro-
vided for the tool stocker (77), and a switch (117) is
arranged on a handle (113) that is used to open and
close the rear shutter (97R), to control ON/OFF of
an electromagnetic brake (115) that is linked and
connected to the pulleys (103U, 103L).

13. The sheet material bending system as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 12, characterized in that the
tool holding unit (133P, 133D) is able to handle upper
and lower tools.

Patentansprüche

1. Blechbiegesystem, umfassend eine Abkantpresse
(75), die einen oberen Tisch (5) am vorderen oberen
Teil eines linken und rechten Seitenrahmens (3L,
3R) und einen unteren Tisch (7) am vorderen unte-
ren Teil davon aufweist, ein Werkzeugmagazin (77),
das eine Vielzahl von oberen und unteren Werkzeu-
gen, die an der Abkantpresse (75) anzubringen, ab-
zunehmen und in Bezug auf die Abkantpresse (75)
zu wechseln sind, lösbar lagert, und ein Paar von
Werkzeugwechselvorrichtungen (79), die Werkzeu-
ge zwischen der Abkantpresse (75) und dem Werk-
zeugmagazin (77) wechseln, wobei
das Werkzeugmagazin (77) hinter der Abkantpresse
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(75) angeordnet ist und Vorder- und Rückseite des
Werkzeugmagazins (77) geöffnet sind, so dass
Werkzeuge von der Vorder- und Rückseite in Bezug
auf das Werkzeugmagazin (77) gewechselt werden;
und
jede Werkzeugwechselvorrichtung (79) einen Dreh-
zapfen (131; 203) aufweist, der in Vorwärts-Rück-
wärts-, Links-Rechts- und Aufwärts-Abwärts-Rich-
tung beweglich ist und um eine Achse drehbar ist,
die sich in der Aufwärts-Abwärts-Richtung erstreckt,
wobei ein vorderes Ende des Drehzapfens (131;
203) mit einer Werkzeughalteeinheit (133P, 133D;
171; 205) zum Halten eines Werkzeugs versehen ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
jede Werkzeughalteeinheit (133P, 133D; 171; 205)
von einer Achse des jeweiligen Drehzapfens (131;
203) so abgelenkt wird, dass, wenn beide Werkzeug-
halteeinheiten (133P, 133D; 171; 205) gedreht und
nach vorne gerichtet positioniert werden, die Werk-
zeughalteeinheiten (133P, 133D; 171; 205) in der
Links-Rechts-Richtung miteinander in Kontakt ge-
bracht werden können.

2. Blechbiegesystem nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Werkzeugmagazin (77)
zwischen dem linken und rechten Seitenrahmen (3L,
3R) angeordnet ist.

3. Blechbiegesystem nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass jeder Drehzapfen
(131) mit einem Werkstückkontaktelement (135)
versehen ist, das mit einem durch obere und untere
Werkzeuge zu biegenden Werkstück in Kontakt
kommt und dieses positioniert.

4. Blechbiegesystem nach Anspruch 3, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass sich die Richtung eines vorde-
ren Endes eines Hakenelements (151) jeder Werk-
zeughalteeinheit (133P, 133D; 171) zum Halten ei-
nes Werkzeugs von der Richtung eines vorderen En-
des des Werkstückkontaktelements (135) unter-
scheidet.

5. Blechbiegesystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jede Werkzeug-
halteeinheit (133P, 133D) an jeder von symmetri-
schen Positionen auf den Drehzapfen (131) ange-
ordnet ist.

6. Blechbiegesystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Werkstück-
kontaktelement (135) auf- und abschwenkbar ist.

7. Blechbiegesystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jeder Drehzap-
fen (203) an einer unteren Stirnseite eines Trägere-
lements (165) angeordnet ist, das am oberen Teil
des linken und rechten Seitenrahmens (3L, 3R) an-

geordnet ist.

8. Blechbiegesystem nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass
eine drehbare Halterung (209L, 209R) so angeord-
net ist, dass sie um eine Achse drehbar ist, die or-
thogonal zu einer Achse des Drehzapfens (131) ver-
läuft;
ein drehbares Stützelement (213L, 213R) so ange-
ordnet ist, dass es um eine Achse drehbar ist, die
orthogonal zu der Achse der drehbaren Halterung
(209L, 209R) verläuft; und
das drehbare Stützelement (213L, 213R) mit der
Werkzeughalteeinheit (205) versehen ist.

9. Blechbiegesystem nach Anspruch 8, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass
die Drehzapfen (203) paarweise an einer unteren
Stirnseite eines Trägerelements (165) angeordnet
sind, das am oberen Teil des linken und rechten Sei-
tenrahmens (3L, 3R) angeordnet ist; und
ein Werkstückkontaktelement (135) so angeordnet
ist, dass es mit einem durch obere und untere Werk-
zeuge zu biegenden Werkstück in Kontakt kommt
und dieses positioniert, wobei das Werkstückkon-
taktelement (135) unterhalb der Drehzapfen (131)
angeordnet und in Vorwärts-Rückwärts-Richtung
beweglich ist.

10. Blechbiegesystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine temporäre
Werkzeughalteeinheit (163) an einer Zwischenposi-
tion in einer Bewegungsbahn der Werkzeugwech-
selvorrichtung (79) angeordnet ist, die in der Vor-
wärts-Rückwärts-Richtung zwischen der Abkant-
presse (75) und dem Werkzeugmagazin (77) be-
weglich ist, um ein durch die Werkzeugwechselvor-
richtung (79) zu wechselndes Werkzeug temporär
zu halten.

11. Blechbiegesystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Werkzeugmagazin (77) eine Vielzahl von Werk-
zeughalteträgern (83) aufweist, die eine Vielzahl von
Werkzeugen abnehmbar halten, sich in der Links-
Rechts-Richtung erstrecken und in der Aufwärts-Ab-
wärts-Richtung beweglich sind, sowie vordere und
hintere Verschlüsse (97F, 97R), welche die Vorder-
und Rückseiten des Werkzeugmagazins (77) öffnen
und schließen; und
eine Verriegelungseinheit (101) angeordnet ist, um
die Schließ- und Öffnungsvorgänge des hinteren
Verschlusses (97R) mit den Öffnungs- und
Schließvorgängen des vorderen Verschlusses (97F)
zu verzahnen.

12. Blechbiegesystem nach Anspruch 11, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der vordere und hintere Ver-
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schluss (97F, 97R) mit dem vorderen bzw. hinteren
Teil eines Verbindungselements (105F, 105R) ver-
bunden ist, wobei das Verbindungselement (105)
um Rollen (103U, 103L) gespannt ist, die drehbar
für das Werkzeugmagazin (77) vorgesehen sind,
und ein Schalter (117) an einem Griff (113) ange-
ordnet ist, der zum Öffnen und Schließen des hinte-
ren Verschlusses (97R) verwendet wird, um das
EIN/AUS-Schalten einer elektromagnetischen
Bremse (115) zu steuern, die mit den Rollen (103U,
103L) gekoppelt und verbunden ist.

13. Blechbiegesystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
12, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Werkzeug-
halteeinheit (133P, 133D) dazu in der Lage ist, obere
und untere Werkzeuge zu bedienen.

Revendications

1. Système de courbure de matériau en feuille com-
prenant une presse plieuse (75) qui présente une
table supérieure (5) en partie supérieure avant de
cadres latéraux gauche et droit (3L, 3R) et une table
inférieure (7) en partie inférieure avant de ceux-ci,
un module de stockage d’outils (77) qui stocke de
manière amovible une pluralité d’outils supérieurs et
inférieurs à rattacher, détacher et changer par rap-
port à la presse plieuse (75), et une paire de dispo-
sitifs de changement d’outils (79) qui changent des
outils entre la presse plieuse (75) et le module de
stockage d’outils (77), dans lequel
le module de stockage d’outils (77) est installé der-
rière la presse plieuse (75) et des côtés avant et
arrière du module de stockage d’outils (77) sont
ouverts de sorte que des outils sont changés depuis
les côtés avant et arrière par rapport au module de
stockage d’outils (77) ; et
chaque dispositif de changement d’outils (79) pré-
sente un pivot (131 ; 203) qui est mobile dans des
directions avant-arrière, gauche-droite et haut-bas,
et est mobile en rotation autour d’un axe s’étendant
dans la direction haut-bas, une extrémité avant du
pivot (131 ; 203) étant dotée d’une unité de maintien
d’outil (133P, 133D ; 171 ; 205) pour maintenir un
outil,
caractérisé en ce que
chaque unité de maintien d’outil (133P, 133D ; 171 ;
205) est déviée d’un axe du pivot respectif (131 ;
203) de sorte que lorsque les deux unités de maintien
d’outil (133P, 133D ; 171 ; 205) sont tournées et po-
sitionnées pour être orientées vers l’avant, les unités
de maintien d’outil (133P, 133D ; 171 ; 205) peuvent
être mises en contact l’une avec l’autre dans la di-
rection gauche-droite.

2. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à la revendication 1, caractérisé en

ce que le module de stockage d’outils (77) est ins-
tallé entre les structures latérales gauche et droite
(3L, SR).

3. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à la revendication 1 ou 2, caracté-
risé en ce que chaque pivot (131) est doté d’un élé-
ment de contact de pièce (135) qui entre en contact
avec et positionne une pièce à courber par des outils
supérieurs et inférieurs.

4. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à la revendication 3, caractérisé en
ce que la direction d’une extrémité avant d’un élé-
ment de crochet (151) de chaque unité de maintien
d’outil (133P, 133D ; 171) pour maintenir un outil dif-
fère de la direction d’une extrémité avant de l’élé-
ment de contact de pièce (135).

5. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que chaque unité de
maintien d’outil (133P, 133D) est installée à chacune
de positions asymétriques sur les pivots (131).

6. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce que l’élément de con-
tact de pièce (135) est mobile en pivotement vers le
haut et le bas.

7. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 6, caractérisé en ce que chaque pivot (203)
est installé sur un côté de face de dessous d’un élé-
ment de rail (165) qui est installé sur une partie su-
périeure des structures latérales gauche et droite
(3L, 3R).

8. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à la revendication 1 ou 2, caracté-
risé en ce que :

un crochet rotatif (209L, 209R) est installé pour
être mobile en rotation autour d’un axe qui est
orthogonal à un axe du pivot (131) ;
un élément de support rotatif (213L, 213R) est
installé pour être mobile en rotation autour d’un
axe qui est orthogonal à un axe du crochet rotatif
(209L, 209R) ; et l’élément de support rotatif
(213L, 213R) est doté de l’unité de maintien
d’outil (205).

9. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à la revendication 8, caractérisé en
ce que :

les pivots (203) sont installés sur une paire d’un
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côté de face de dessous d’un élément de rail
(165) qui est installé en partie supérieure des
structures latérales gauche et droite (3L, 3R) ; et
un élément de contact de pièce (135) est installé
pour entrer en contact avec et positionner une
pièce à courber par des outils supérieurs et in-
férieurs, l’élément de contact de pièce (135)
étant installé sous les pivots (131) et étant mo-
bile dans la direction avant-arrière.

10. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 9, caractérisé en ce qu’une unité de main-
tien d’outil temporaire (163) est installée à une po-
sition intermédiaire sur un trajet de déplacement du
dispositif de changement d’outil (79) qui est mobile
dans la direction avant-arrière entre la presse plieu-
se (75) et le module de stockage d’outils (77), pour
maintenir temporairement un outil à changer par le
dispositif de changement d’outil (79).

11. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 10, caractérisé en ce que :

le module de stockage d’outils (77) présente une
pluralité de rails de support d’outils (83) qui sou-
tiennent de manière amovible une pluralité
d’outils, se prolongent dans la direction gauche-
droite, et sont mobiles dans la direction haut-
bas, et des obturateurs avant et arrière (97F,
97R) qui ouvrent et qui ferment des côtés avant
et arrière du module de stockage d’outils (77) ; et
une unité d’interverrouillage (101) est disposée
pour interverrouiller les actions de fermeture et
d’ouverture de l’obturateur arrière (97R) avec
les actions d’ouverture et de fermeture de l’ob-
turateur avant (97F).

12. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à la revendication 11, caractérisé
en ce que les obturateurs avant et arrière (97F, 97R)
sont connectés à des parties avant et arrière d’un
élément de connexion (105F, 105R), respective-
ment, l’élément de connexion (105) étant étiré autour
de poulies (103U, 103L) qui sont disposées en rota-
tion pour le module de stockage d’outils (77), et un
commutateur (117) est disposé sur une poignée
(113) qui est utilisée pour ouvrir et fermer l’obturateur
arrière (97R), pour contrôler la mise sous/hors ten-
sion (ON/OFF) d’un frein électromagnétique (115)
qui est lié et connecté aux poulies (103U, 103L).

13. Le système de courbure de matériau en feuille tel
que revendiqué à l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 12, caractérisé en ce que l’unité de main-
tien d’outil (133P, 133D) est en mesure de gérer des
outils supérieurs et inférieurs.
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